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In 2018 I put in numerous complaints to various agencies that refuse to hold anyone
accountable despite the fact that I am part of a Federally protected class under the ADAAA.In
July of 2018 the Manchester police responded to a call for a criminal trespass with 5 officers
and a k9. I actually have a copy of their policy a k9 is supposed to be used for extreme threats
not criminal trespass. I was roughed up by the officers I could not hear instructions the dog
was barking the entire time and I am hearing impaired. I also was denied the revised bail
conditions despite my son being at the Manchester police department to get me.Why do more
serious offences enjoy PR bail but my son was informed she isn't going anywhere and I was
transported to the Valley Street jail where I was assaulted by 4 staff members. I have a
hospital report documenting my injuries. The officers said something that I couldn't hear to the
jail staff.I was denied medical treatment by both the police department and the jail. I have
hospital records of experiencing chest pain a week prior to my arrest.I was told an internal
investigation would ensue by the AGs office. That didn't happen. The jail refuses to cooperate
with discovery and the police station went so far as to take a complaint on the wrong form and
I was belittled and laughed at by the officer taking my report as well as others within earshot
as he made a huge production out of it.My daughter's parental abduction was grossly
mishandled by the Manchester police department they based their entire investigation on
records from 2008 and perjured testimony from the abducting parent. Records from 2008 are
not germaine to an abduction that occurred in 2017. All of my attempts to address these issues
are largely ignored and dismissed. I would like an opportunity to testify and produce
documentation in person and have a CART reporter present to accommodate my hearing
impairment. As a citizen who has the right to redress I feel it is of utmost importance to be
able to address my concerns to the committee as all of my previous attempts for the past 2
years have been unsuccessful.
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